
ADVENTURE withADVENTURE with
“MISS QUINN”“MISS QUINN”

Simon & Jim’s Misadventure

Forecast: 4-5 SW backing 3-4 SE, Sea state Calm to Slight

To raise money for the Peter Le Marchant Trust, Jim and I were sailing off the Suffolk coast when 
we were hit by a big wave, suddenly Miss Quinn is on her side and capsizing, Jim is over the side 
and onto the board but helped by the waves, the boat keeps going. She settles inverted and I 
swim round to help Jim but my feet are caught and strangely there is something under the water 
I can put my feet on. With nothing to pull on it is going to be difficult to right the boat. So I start 
to swim back round but get washed away from the boat; this is not nice; thank goodness the 
main sheet floats, when I get back to the boat I pull myself round to the shroud and grab the 
inversion strop ( A piece of webbing strop that is attached to the shroud plate and taped to the 
shroud it reaches all the way across the bottom of the boat) I pull it free and pass it to Jim, very 
shortly the boat is upright again but the mast has broken at the spreaders. It is impossible to 
bail with the boom, both bits of mast and a Main sail and Genoa in the boat. I pick up the radio 
to make a mayday but can’t twist the knob to 16 so I take it out of the aquapac and start the 
MayDay “MAYDAY, MAYDAY, MAYDAY this is wayfarer dinghy Miss Quinn at”? The GPS is on the 
wrong page, I pick up the GPS, then a BIG wave hits us and the radio has gone.
This is quite a shock but we get on with sorting the boat out, Jim puts out a drogue to keep us 
bows on to the sea; which have increased in size; I switch on the bilge pump and it starts to 
empty the boat, Jim is sorting his end out and does some bailing whilst I am trying to straighten 
the bent bits of mast so we can take off the sail and remove the halyards (These are the only 
things holding the 2 sections together) Jim sees a ship so we fire flares, about 3 or 4 but it 
doesn’t see us, so we continue with our repairs, the drogue doesn’t seem to be helping so Jim 
pulls it in so we can give it more line, but the lines have parted, we try again with a bucket and 
that seems to help. I manage to bend the broken bits of mast so we can separate them, Jim has 
released the halyards at his end; another ship, more flares but it doesn’t see us either.
 Now we can get the sail off and make a little space in the boat. 
We think about a jury rig and I suggest the boom but Jim points out that the top section of mast 
is longer. Another ship and we fire more flares, but again we are not spotted and now we are 
down to 6 flares, 2 rockets 2 smokes and 2 red handheld. We put up our makeshift mast and 
attach the Genoa, it is too big and the mast is not very secure, so we take it down and from 

under the foredeck I pull out the Jib, we pull it up and it is quite a good fit but the mast is still 
very shaky, so we drop the sail and Jim does a proper job on the mast; thank goodness we had 

saved all the halyards.  
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Sailing again

Jib up and we are sailing, but we have lost the drogue, I got confused with the halyards. The 
pump has packed up but the water is almost down to the floor boards and we can bail as Miss 
Quinn rolls. We are making 1-1.5knts and we decide not to fire anymore flares unless the ship 

looks very very close. I remember the PLB which I switch on(It is a Personal Locater Beacon not 
an EPIRB) but we think the Coast Guards should be able to receive it Jim thinks we will see a 
helicopter in 20 minutes I think it will be a lifeboat in a couple of hours.1/2 hour later the is a 
ship on the horizon we both think that it is a warship coming to rescue us, as it gets close we 

think about firing flares, I say we will wait ten minutes and Jim agrees, 3 minutes later the ship is 
quite close and going to pass behind us.

 I fire a rocket, but mistimed the roll and it doesn’t go very high so we use a red hand flare the 
ship seems to be slowing but we are not sure. We take down the sail, and I use another rocket, 

but all it does is go up, no flare at all, time for a orange smoke 
(Jim has taken lots of photo’s and video whilst this has been going on) YES it has seen us, it 

stops about 1/4mile down wind 

The Barnes Bridge under the jury rigged Jib

I get out the oars and start rowing; it is very difficult as I lift the oars out of the water , the water 
seems to come up with it; I will have to time the strokes to coincide with the top of a wave. It is 
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taking ages and the ship has dropped a ladder on the windward side 

Jim & I Running towards the Barnes Bridge under jury rig

We put the sail up and we run towards the ship, it is HUGE as we pass the bow we gybe and run 
alongside, once on the leeward side of the ship Jim notices that we are being sucked towards the 
ship or rather it is being blown sideways faster than we are. We are worried the after all we have 

been through now is when she will get broken, we both fend off on and use the hull to pull 
ourselves along to where the ladder has been moved too. They drop a line, and once he has tied 

himself on, Jim goes up; it must be about 20mtrs from the water to the deck; he shouts down 
that they want me to drop the mast as it is scraping the side and they are a Gas Carrier 

(wonderful!!!)
I drop the mast, secure Miss Quinn to a line that has been dropped, and at Jim’s suggestion with 
2 lines.
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View of Miss Quinn from the deck, with me taking down the jury mast

Then a line with a strop is dropped, I think that they want to lift Miss Quinn out of the water and 
ask for a larger strop, Jim shouts down that it is for me, not the boat! I put the strop on and start 
to climb the ladder, but they pull me up so fast that I hardly have time to put my feet on the 
ladder.
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When I get to the deck there is a chap with black loafers and very short white socks, shorts and 
a T- shirt & jacket, I think it’s a cook come to watch the fun and games, Then Jim introduces me 
to him, he’s the Captain.
                  
 

 
The Captain leaning over the side looking at “Miss Quinn”

The Captain then asks us to follow him to the bridge. Up a ladder along a walkway then a 
staircase and into the ship( once inside the ship the first thing I notice is how clean it is, 
absolutely spotless, you could eat off the floors) then up more stairs, round numerous corners 
and finally to the bridge. Once on the bridge I ask the Captain “ Who saw us” he points to a 
man and says “The second Mate” I thank him, then thank the Captain for stopping he says ( in 
his halting English)“ We are sailors, it’s what we do” He then directs me to the VHF so I can 
talk to the Coast Guard. I tell them we are both safe and well, they reply and tell me that the 
Gorleston Lifeboat is coming out to tow us back in.
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View from the Bridge

The crew keep us topped up with coffee and offer us food. Whilst on board the Barnes Bridge 
we ask the Captain what the wind speed is he replies with a meters per second number that 
baffles us both,  he then converts to Beaufort F6, I ask how big the ship is  “Only 12000 tons” 
he replies. They were not going anywhere but are awaiting orders, which is why they were not in 
the shipping lanes. We ask “When did you see us” He tells us “ We saw you on radar at 5 
miles and the flares at 3” Jim and I find it amazing that they saw us on radar when all we had 
up was the jury rig.
A little later the Lifeboat calls the “Barnes Bridge” and asks to speak to “Miss Quinn” the 
coxswain of the life boats says to me “Our plan is to come along side, attach a tow line, 
put a couple of crew members aboard to help you sort out and to put a drogue over 
the stern” I thank him and ask if he is aware that “Miss Quinn” is a 16ft dinghy? There is a l o n 
g pause then with a smile in his voice replies “We were not aware, and may have to 
reassess our plans when we get there”
When the Lifeboat appears we give our thanks to the Captain  & Crew and are escorted by the 
First Mate down to the deck. The Lifeboat asks the Barnes Bridge to move “Miss Quinn” 
forward of the ladder, we then go down the ladder and get on the Lifeboat. With a great deal of 
skill the Coxswain then reverses the Lifeboat to within 2-3 metres of her, takes the line that is 
dropped from the hull and motors away with “Miss Quinn” in tow. We move away from the 
Barnes Bridge and “Miss Quinn” is brought along side the Lifeboat, I get aboard to open the 
bailers and attach the tow more securely to the front. Once aboard the Lifeboat we start off 
towards Gorleston with “Miss Quinn” surfing the waves.
About halfway to Gorleston  “Miss Quinn” is slewing all over the place and Jim notices that the 
centreboard has dropped, I ask if we can stop and sort it as I’m afraid she will capsize and we 
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will lose her. The Coxswain agrees and they pull her along side, Jim jumps aboard and sorts it 
out.
We get into Gorleston and they tow us up to the Town Quay, the coxswain has phoned someone 
to ask if we can be tied alongside his motorboat which is near a Hotel. The Lifeboat takes us up 
to this boat and helps us moor; we say our good byes and thank them again.
It takes quite a while to sort things, but eventually we set off to the Hotel, it’s full, so is the one 
next door and every where we try is as well. Jim says “Let’s have a pint and let the girls 
find us accommodation via the web and phone calls”. We stop at a pub, Jim gets us a 
drink, I pop to a shop to buy cigars but the shopkeeper will not take my wet money so I have to 
pay with plastic. I return and the girls have not found anything yet, so I go to the bar for the 
next round and the landlady says “These are on us, you have had a pretty bad day”
It is now getting quite late so I phone a Wayfarer friend Matt Sharman to see if he knows any 
friendly Wayfarers who would put up a couple of shipwrecked sailors for the night, all I get is his 
machine, so I phone another Wayfarer friend; Dave Kirk; he lives in Norwich, Dave asks where 
we are and says “Have another pint and I will collect you”.
2300
Dave’s wife Bridget welcomes us with a cup of tea and says that they only have one bed and a 
camping mattress, I tell Jim to take the bed, and once showered fall asleep like a log.
Sunday 0700
I get up quietly but Bridget is not far behind and puts on the coffee, I go for a walk with Dave 
and his dog and when we return I phone my sister. It had not occurred to me that Jim & Dave 
had a lot in common but they were both TV engineers in the past and soon they are in Dave’s 
shed sorting out connectors so they can download all the stuff Jim has taken and record it. It is 
very good and helps remind us how lucky we were. Soon it’s time to get back to the boat as the 
girls will appear about midday. Dave lends us his outboard and (Mine didn’t start after the 
capsize and we lost the oars during the time she was along side the “Barnes Bridge”) takes us to 
the boat. We are on our way by 12.30pm but first we go to the Lifeboat Station to say thanks, 
and to give them bottle of champagne. 

The professionalism of the Barnes Bridge and Lifeboat crews did both 
Masters a great deal of credit
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